


How do I find you? 

• How do recruiters find your résumé anyway? 
 

 
• For the most part, Recruiters use key word searches (Boolean Logic search 

strings) to find candidates with the skills they are looking for. Key words are 
entered into a search engine based in part on what skills are needed AND 
how a recruiter thinks YOU as the seeker will list that information on your 
résumé.  

 
 

 
 
 

  



Can I find you? 

• You probably have your résumé posted on the job boards, Monster and CareerBuilder 
• You probably have your résumé posted on Linkedin 

 
• You probably don’t know that employers pay BIG bucks to access résumé databases 
      (really, they average about $12,000 per year, per user, per job board)   
• You probably don’t know that recruiters are using sites like Google more and more to  
      find great candidates….at NO charge.  
 
Does your résumé come up in a Google search? If it doesn’t…I’ll show you how to make 
sure that is does! But first ….. 



Let’s take a look at job boards’ 
mechanics, postings AND 

searches… 



My job posting might look like this….I need to pull relevant keywords to start my 
résumé search 



Building my search starts with how 
I think YOU wrote your résumé! 

I enter key words using commands and operators into a Boolean Logic Search String  
to narrow or expand my search based in part on what my needs are and how I think 
You as the job seeker would reflect those skills in your résumé. The results are hit  
or miss and I refine my search based on what the quality of my results are initially. 
If I can get about 10 – 15 good candidates to start with…I’m done. 
 
Are you one of them? 



Keywords 

My Search Your Résumé 

0 Master’s in Electrical 
Engineering 

0 10+ yrs. exp 

0 Automotive industry 

0 Bilingual Mandarin 

0 Director 

0 ISO9000 

0 Lexus, Toyota 

 

 

 

0 ….Speak Cantonese, 
Mandarin and 
Taiwanese at a 
business level 

0 …Director of 
Engineering/Plant 
Manager 

0 ….Worked for 
Mitsubishi, Lexus and 
Delphi 



My Search 

I’m a recruiter looking for a Director of Engineering who is bi-lingual in English and 
Mandarin, has a Master’s in Electrical Engineering  and who has worked in the 
Automotive industry. There are other skills that I need this person to have but 
these are my MUST have’s. So I’ll start my search like this: 
 
 









If I want to find people who 
might not be on the job 

boards, or I want to save the 
expense of job boards…I’ll use 

Google 



Can I find you? 

When you’re involved in a job search, you want to make sure it becomes EASY for  
recruiters to find you, posting your résumé to the job boards alone isn’t enough 
in this labor market. You HAVE to be proactive! One of the best ways you can do that 
is to build your own résumé profile page that will come up in a recruiter’s  
Google search results. 
  
 
  



Other ways recruiters use 
Keywords to search for 

résumés… 
Area codes 
Zip codes 
Colleges/Majors/Degree’s/GPA’s 
Professional organizations 
Company names 
Industries 
References (reasons why you DON’T want to include them in your résumé) 
Size of teams managed/ #of employees managed 
Multi-site, multiple location 
Titles  
Specific skills/programs used, including acronyms (PLC, AutoCAD .NET, ATS, SOX ….) 
Certifications (ISO9000, Six Sigma Black Belt, SPHR, CPA, LISW, MD…) 
 
 
 
 



intitle: resume mechanical engineer education 
cincinnati | ohio| 513| 859|- submit-apply ext: doc| 
ext: pdf 

Here’s my search in Google 



intitle: resume mechanical engineer education cincinnati | 
Ohio|  513| 859|- submit-apply- ext: doc| ext: pdf 





How did these people come 
up in my search results? 

They created personal 
Webpages:  résumés in html 
format … and one more way 
that recruiters can find YOU!



The Good….It’s fun and informative and….most importantly…it leaves a lasting and GOOD 
 impression in the mind of the recruiter! 



Score! Your résumé came up in my results!!  That’s awesome…right? 
Now for the for the BAD news… 



Score! Your résumé came up in my results!!  That’s awesome…right? 
Now for the for the BAD news… 

Bring your A game the first time ... you won’t get  a second chance! 
  



…and now for  the Ugly…ouch! TMI…reading this will make the recruiter reach for 
 the first sharp object to end it all…it’s distracting, has too much info... and it’s boring! 



It’s like your résumé, only 
better! 

You will want to use keywords throughout your profile that are specific to ; 

 
   your industry 

 
  your experience 
 
  the direction you want your career to take 
 



When you build your résumé 
profile page…. remember… 

 Don’t clutter your landing page with TMI 
 

 Take advantage of sidebar links for additional 
information…like your “summary statement” 
 

 Avoid making it distracting  
 

 Don’t use photographs of yourself 
 

 Keep it simple 
 



This is an opportunity to  
load up on key words that 

are relevant to your search…. 
 



Another Bright Idea 
Add a section titled “Admired Companies” and then pick the top 10  

companies you’d LOVE to work for! 



Getting started is pretty easy…and FREE! Check out sites.google.com to start building 
your résumé profile page. 





Elements to include: 

0 REMEMBER….every word you 
use in your profile, is a 
searchable keyword that a 
recruiter is using to search for 
candidates….or more specifically, 
to find YOU!  

• Relevant Keywords 

 

• 5 most recent employers…with company 
description! 

 

• “admired companies” companies that 
you’d like to work for….why?  

 

• Add links to your résumé 

 

• Side bar links allow you to have a 
summary statement that isn’t visible on 
the landing home page but still adds 
more relevant key words 



Questions? 



Thank You! 
 

Laura Pemberton, LP2 Coaching 

513-238-2284 
 

Facebook: Career Coaching LP2 
Twitter: PembertonLA 

Linkedin: Laurapemberton 


